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THE DEVELOPMENT OF READING COMPREHENSION IN FL TEACHING COMBINING

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL

Madeline Lutjeharms (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

1 Introductory remarks

After a period of stressing communication and social relations
in FL teaching, which meant stressing oral proficiency, reading com-
prehension, has again COOS to the fore. Certainly, this is in some

part due to the frustrations arising from the communicative approach,
which leads to such phenomena as pidginization and fossilization as
learners are linguistically overstrained, or to oversimplified torts
of communication. In productive skills about 851 of errors seems to

depend on the level of FL proficiency (Esser 1984 : 151f.). In

reading, this percentile might be far lower, as other factors like
reading comprehension in LI or extratextual knowledge will influence
the level of comprehension. The fact that communication is two-
sided, i.e. that understanding also plays a part in it, has often
been overlooked. Tot another reason mew the receptive skills have
come to the fore might be the socioeconomic situation : the fact of

being better informed could be important in finding a job. New trends
in research precede the development of new methods. The already ex-

tensive literature on reeding has increased enormously lately

(Pugh 1982: 7 f.).

Reading and listening are seen not only as goals in themselves,
but in the 'receptive method' also as the effective first stage of
language acquisition and learning in general (Schouten-van Parreren
1983 : 22 ff.). This method claims that exposure to the language
helps to develop cognitive models of lexical use and grammatical
structures - what we often call 'linguistic feeling'. That reading
and listening are receptive and active skills is a conception now
largely accepted. Learners can react to the information, if neces-
sary in LI. Use of LI is another new and useful trend in fl teaching.

2 Reading while listening

A highly discussed subject is the question of whether students
in a reading comprehension course should listen to the text being
read aloud while they themselves are reading it. There are arguments
against this. Listening while reading could contribute to the wrong
impression that a text has always to be read lineer!y and completely.
Neither does it improve reading speed. On the other hand, silent
reading is accompanied by speech muscle activity. 'Whether this trace
of subvocal activity or inner speech ever completely disappears is
highly controversial' (Pugh 1978: 25, cf. 25 ff.; Bennet 1975: 45;
Desselmann et al. 1981 : 259). The more unfamiliar the language,
and, one might add, the word, the more throat activity there is.
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This is usef14, as it '.upperts the
processing of information. Reading

while listening
develops fluency in foreign languages

and might im-

prove reading
comprehension (Leong

1994: 43; Pugh 1978: 27 f.;

Schouten-van Parreren 1983 : 26; cf.
Leont'ev 1974: 87, 103). For

memorization it is helpful to have more than one channel for the in-

formation; another
argument for combining

reading and listening

(Oesselmenn et al. 1981: 149). This does not mean that every text

should be read aloud or always the
whole text, but - especially at

the beginning of a
reading course - texts, or parts of texts, can be

read aloud often,
though in general

only after . first quick silent

reading by the learners.
However, it has been

argued that it might

be better to restrict
the reading aloud t. or easy words in the

beginning (liehr 1984 : 8are f.). Didactic al
for doing some

listening while readies a
that a student i ,dine course might

met to acquire other skills later and that v .ty in method is a

stems motiAtlomal
factor in itself.

3 Whet is reading?

What reading
comprehension consists

of is not very clear. The

basic mental processes
have not been

explained. The problem with

reading research is that the reading process
cannot be studied direct-

ly. There is a lot of research, which
started mainly in Europe in the

last century but the bulk of which has
been lone In the USA in this

century. Nearly all the research is about reading comprehension in

LI end mud, of it does net go beyond the sentence
level. With inte-

rest in text
linguistics this has now

changed. The difficulties in

constructing theories
about reading show

that we have not yet come

very far. This
difficulty is perhaps

lilustrated by the fact that

introspection, which was used by Ebbinghaus for memorisation with

htmself as a subject is the last century
(Kintsch 1970 s 139 f.) is

now being used again with several subjects informants. Introspection

tan be a teas:Meg
device in class too, if one student explains to

another one how he *rah* arrives at
comprehension of a certain pas-

sage. An interesting survey of
research into reading is given by

A. co
(1111 : 261 tf.). Ne

approaches the subject from

the cognitive point of view, stressing
intonation processing and

text structure. He
leaves out the motor

aspects of eye movement and

subvocalIzatIon. These
latter aspects are not important far FL

learning, of course, as long as we are concerned with languages with

the same kind of writing. The psycholinguistic approach
partly over-

laps the cognitive
approach, but pays more

attention to syntactic

and SUISMIC aspects,
as well as to memory and the role of the senses.

In the commemicative
approach the social side of reading is stressed,

with latarest being
sham in the readies

goal, in motivation and in

the reader's
amectatiens and the author's intentions. All approaches

WIN helpful for teachers.

4 Needles a foreign language

Since we can't study them separately the question of whether

there are subsklils in reading and, if so. what they are
has not been
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resolved (e.g. Pugh 1978 ff). For didactic purposes it might be
sensible to presume that there are subskills, for 'whenever there is
some kind of structure in the learning naterial, verbal learning is
facilitated' (Kintsch 1970 : 427). In FL teaching we are normally
dealing with learners who have already achieved a degree of profi-

ciency in the reading skill itself. This means that a number of sub-
skills can be adopted for reading o FL. 'The native language assumes
the role of a nets-model of language itself, i.e. of a set of ex-
pectations abaria-10(f language Is orient:err (de Beaugrande 1984 :

12). We can apply cognitive structures or reference frames like

scripts or schemes - abstract cocoas that give a medal of the
world - when readily, in the FL. Processes of scientific thinking. for
example, are more otiose independent of the linguistic WWI and
'such textual cues as paragraph organization, definition and classi-
fication are similar in different lanplages' (Viii. 72). We
k.iow what a sentence or a word is. The reader takes his background
of experience with him, his 'knowledge of the wo rld". Although there
can be differences in the culture of the FL, these awe only minor
compered to the 'holistic problems. Out more this to U. readinP I
FL is a problem-solvieg process, the oenstructlenefkopothetes

more important, when linguistic factors are mot fully under co ol.
When reading a FL it is necessary to be able to use all the 'I...e-
motion provided by the text in order to commemeate for the linguistic
gaps. This means that guessing is a very important skill. Affective
factors may play a different robe in reedits the FL than in LI. The
interest in the FL or fear of the difficulty of the talk will in-
fluence the requisition of the skill.

It is 4vident that it is in the language -based part of the

readirl process that the new factors are to be found. There it is
probe r better to talk of knowledge than of skills, although the
two cannot be separated completely. New words amd ph love to be
recognized, which implies knowledge of teals, logy and syntax.
But a large part of this knowledge will have to !unction automatical-
ly, i.e. on the unconscious level. The difficulty lies mainly in the
surface text. Text structure will be less of a problem, although dif-
ferences in culture, e.g. in scientific tradition. 411140114Y a role.

5 The role of guessing

The air skill for a rational development of reading comprehen-
sion in a FL is probably guessing. Whom teachtegilereme Si Dutch-
speaking students one starts to train guessing teceusett is so
evident, the languages being very close. will,mmderstand a
number of words without guessing, Out OOP o, normally re-
warded with a high rate of swam - the voosbstl is enlarged con-
siderably with the help of LI. The treielmg of can eilgre1 guessing
where doesn't help is then the motet*. Van Panora and
Schouten-van Parrerrin call this 'the most specific skill for foreign
lenguase reading' (1981 2361. This means that the use of es much
itltreition as context - and TOMO, experience - COO frovlde, has to
be trained, as well as analyzing word forme b uses al .the information
contained in parts of the word. ,mover, *OM efipepssleg is a
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good strategy for vocabulary learning, as mental activity on the part

of the learner in finding the meaning will improve retention. Help

from the teacher may be necessary though, since it is very important

to guess the right meaning, in order to prevent error memorisation

(Schouten Parreren, and van Perreren 1979 : 265 f.). Ven Perreren

end Schouten-ven Formren give a survey of where guessing can go

wog,. They give e hierarcny of levels for the guessing syntac-

tic, 2. semantic (context and knowledge of the world), 3. lexical

(word form, e.g. affixes or cognates), 4. stylistic (1981 : 238 ff.).

This hierarchy is useful for the teacher, who will have to start his

questioning from a elves level according to the nature of the dif-

ficulty encountered. Sometimes, but not always, all levels may be

necessary. In this case the teacher could start with the question

'what kind of word is 1t7 before going on to 'what is the text, pa-

ragraph or sentence abest

Apart from a mumber of special vocabulary exercises, we work

with a lot of authentic reading material. Most frequent words will

be learned incidentally, because they occur so often. The students

are asked to mark difficult words clearly in the text, so that re-

visioe is &lugs in context. Difficult words include not only de-

ceptive mutes, but also those where comtrast is leckleg because

they leek familiar through their resemblance to other rewords or to

parts of other words, either in Ll or in the FL (Jubist 1970 : 92 f.

and lutjeharms 1981 : 16). guessing skills, of course, are not oe7y

important for vocabulary. The reader needs them on the text level as

well. But guessing on both levels interacts. A wraps hypothesis

about text content leads easily to woes decoding of vocabulary, and

an error in word:waning often leads to a complete misunderstanding

of a passage er sometimes of a whole text, as the reader tries to

find coherence In the text. Part of the work of the teacher lies in

making Ike learner =scion of guessing skills, since the learner

will net always apply them automatically to the FL situation. Be-

sides, they will =hems the preParedness to start reading FL.

6 Contrastive method

The use of a contrastive method will in general improve reading

comprehension. It means that the learners are made conscious of all

they already know before having started to learn the Ft, but it al-

so, of course, involves an insistence on the special difficulties of

the target group. Pmeitive transfer may be rather limited, when cow

paring hie sample Flemish and Berman, but another Fl. might be help-

ful, te this case some emperlence with Swedish and Legllsh. The pos-

sibilities of transfer will also dopes! on the text type; in LSP

lexical transfer hill novelly be more Important than in common

lamemage.

7 Exercises

If the teaching of reading is part of a course in overall

language prefleisecy, the approach will be quite dlfferemt from a

5
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course when reading is the only goal. In the case of a strict
reading course, some parts of grammar for instance will be left out,
whereas others will be treated differently. Before proceeding to the
exercises it should be mentioned that we are here concerned not with
all text-based exercises, but only with those ',tended to develop
FL reading comprehension. These can be classified as : 1. exercises
preparing and accompamying the reading, 2. exercises em global text
co prehension or extensive reading, 3. exercises on detailed text
comprehension er intensive reading. This is a kind of hierarchy, as
one level will support the next Gee, but it does not always mean
that the exercises must be in a rigid order. Varies is important.
Obviously, not all the exercises to be presented hove been devised
by the author. The reader will certainly know motel them already
and be able to add other types. The intention is be show Mat kind
of exercises proved to be useful in our experience which consists
mainly of teaching LSP to university students. Obviously, the mein
reasons for adopting certain methods er nib:riots should be : first-
ly, the needs and motivation of the learners and, secondly, the
motivation of the backer and his/her belief in ihe lathed.

Before starting to work on any exercise or assignment, the
learners should get clear instructions about the objectives and pro-
ceders'. Insight into reading styles can be a help (00 wading styles
see Push 1978: 52 ff.). It is important for them he know what they
are doing and why. The lei'ning attitude and the level at which in-
formation is processed will change according to the assignment.

7.1 Exercises preparing and =anomie' tee reeding

The bulk of these are vocabulary exercises. There are strong
indications that most of the difficulties experienced is reading a
FL are lexical rather than syntactical, which does not however mean,
especially at the intermediate level, that syntax is re problem
(Ulijn 1,84 : ff.; Matta 1904 : 91 f.). In reading LI, word
kno4ledge appears to be a good predictor of reading comprehension
(Thorndike quoted by Pugh 1978: 77), just as word recognition for
the FL (Dm -tag 1982 : 182 ff.). Exercises that ask learners to ma-
nipulate words and to reflect on their structure and/oriel:MM. can
be expected to improve re ling skills, since doing something with a
word results in more learning success than just'trylnito memorize
it.

7.1.1 Vocabulary exercises

7.1.1.1 The first vocabulary exercise is meant as an introduction to
the use of a dictionary. Words are given in dullest end teejm,ated
forms, or as derivations and conprntle that are not Ina dictionary
in this term, verbs with separates prefixes etc. The dicilomery form
has to be found, often by guessing, but Indications for saccestul
guessing are given, e.g. how to find the 'attritive epee rweluier
verb. Dictionaries are used in class from thou to time, and for a
limited time at the examination. When students ask Nor the meaning of
a word while working with a text, they are asked to give the dictiona-
ry-form of it and to Identify the kind of word it is, e.g. a verb,

6
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on the basis of fors and/or position in the sentence.
7.1.1.2 For frequent difficult words and deceptive cognates trams-
foneetioe and recognition exercises and exercises filling in the gaps

have been side. All examples are extracts from longer exercises.
- Transforsatioe, e.g. for the modal verbs "sollasSeln" ('solten°

is a deceptive cognate).
- Die Andsrumg hat des lid des Stadtverkehrmetee te mime -

sere. Die Anderung soli/suss ....

- Es let umbediegt notwendig, in lukumft eine Dberfordertog au

venmeiden. In sell/muss
- pecognitiam : which cords or expressions have the sass waning?

- modal verbs periphrases

1. Ich muss diesen Auftrag Aurchahren a. Ich lobe die Abeicht

2, lob dirt diesen Auftreg durchfilbres b. Ilan erwartet so von

etc. nir
etc.

interestimolless end difficult German words or deceptive

cognates
a. Thema 1. ferfehrem

b. Faktue 2. forging

c. Promos 3. Tat:ache

d. Nathode 4. Gepostend
The puallo aspect of these exercises makes thee very popular.

- Filling in the gaps
First the meaning of a trop of words is explained, then a teat
with taps fir Nees wards follows. Mese texts or sentences ere
usually no autnentic, as they would be difficult to find. There
are for instance exercises on the word group 6fffemtlich, WOW.
*Mabee, ditch are all deceptive cognates, on the numerous
RSORINII of "Wirtschaft° and awirtschaftlich°, or on the nouns
with the prefix "Er-', whirs lack of contrast mess leto ploy.
Crossword pusees on difficult vocabulary are anther kind of op-

and aro certainly sore popular.
7.1.1.3 morasses tasks have been constructed on ward fore-

atios
I

to
give

insight Into morphological variants and Lexical our

poundng. Thoy are mat s a kid of very guided guessing. Nestery
of the process of mosleeliasatiom,

n
affixation and compound word

for sties emlaaryrgaa vocabulary mormously in as efficient wey. Sock

exercises kneoledge, ther.4 reducing the 111110, leek

90100:011 owl feast's'
What word is defined by what paraphrase?

1. der Tramparthehllter a. Metter is Transportieree
2. der Islilltertreneport b. Transport in (von) !Whitten:

3. der Neetrellrese c. Kontrolle mines Reuses

4. die immkeetfelle d. Dam, in dam hentrelliert idrd

- derivoties
aorcite in the modig of ammo affixes

die Merits' lump herstallee herstellber die Hereto llberfolit

exerciu
dip

enVanilladliCd421/01

MO WO kirtee
die Wine

L!(111).

die flue vergrosere
die 'mite (cf. vmhreiten)

to introduce adjective affixes : pick Ma opposite pairs :

7
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lebhaft leblos, tot. rsAlg
lebendig lebensunflihig
lebensfIhig ruhig

This kind of exercise is used also after a reading assignment with
a text. A number of nouns and verbs are underlined In different ways;
the nouns have to be transformed into verbs and vice versa. This can
be done only after systematic derivation exercises. An easier exer-
cise is to look for all compounds or derivations with a certain item,
e.g. lArtel in a strike leaflet. The meanies of these words is then
discussed.

7.1.2 Exercises on gramestical points

7.1.2.1 Perception exercises

Complete beginners are asked to look fOr inflectional indicators with
the help of declensioe tables. in a short text all visible declined
tomes have to be underlined. A discussion follows on what e.g. an
- -er - ending can moan. This is done also with simpler and plural

nouns, preposition etc. Of course, here texts are seeded with fre-
quent sod varied appearances of these endings or words.
7.1.2.2. Transfersatioe exercises en teat sweets, that are used
mainly for reinforcement.

- questions that are eskedlin order to change the case
Text : 'gas Geheimels° Schweizer Wirtschafts-
tIties, dirge sind s we

ilnle, llegt is ltschaft
Zwil'irlfpartolenu. (Ole Z
1. Wow Mete die Kompromiss techaft der Tarifpartaient
t. Nit wee sled sick die lewerkschaftsemettgehend einigt (Ant-

wort sit des bestimmten Artikel)-.
3. Was gibt is zwischen den Tarifpartetent (Amtwort mit des un-

bestimmten Artlicel)

A quick recognition of Inflectional indicators is the learning goal
for these exercises. Although scaly inflectional indicators are re-
dundant, they nay be important in some cases, esp. in social science
texts, whore a semtenka startles with an object is less rare than in
natural science teats. These exercises clearly involve productive
skills, but this can be stimulating and it supports memorization and
automatizatioe. Another grammetical exercise comolstIng of questions
on a text is constructed in such a war that X11 the answers have to
be subordinate clauses.

A different type of exercise con fists of transformation or con -
structlee of sominallzatiems. The coostripttloe V, et the sane time
an exercise on the genitive attribute.
Transformation of nominalizations t

Erforsdw undT__r__tio_miti des 4145rees.

des IONINC-10ferscht wed Veinier".
Die Alfonso we Ain

Construction of noninalizatiens

labile,* Terrine warden revidlort.

hevision/levidierivilinleser Unwise.
Er hielt des ante skewscher-Treleinigeorisor ab. (Die

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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This can also be done without a question sheet, just by underlining

in the text.

7.2 Needing exercises and assignments

A real reading exercise consists of work on the intonation
provided by a text. If LI and the target language have little in
commom, it might be necessary to start with very oasy, short texts,
like easy book titles, lists etc. with lots of cognates, perhaps
with translations to match or with instructions to underline words

that are recognized.

7.2.1 Global text comprehension or extensive reading

7.2.1.1 To improve comprehension and information recall it can be

useful to start with an 'advance organizer' (tare Free Ausubel), cop-
sisting of 'appropriate, relevant and inclusive introductory material
which provides nannies for the integratiom and retemtion of new,
more differestisted informitions (Wturts 1000 : 131). These can be
pictures, statistics or questions by the teacher. If the suldoct

setter belongs to an area the learners era familiar with, the ad-
vance organizer may be reduced to a short introduction or letreducto-
ry remark to concentrate the attention on the subject. A seen/ step
is to mete use of the ability to predict, to make conjectures en the
possible contents of the text. This ability can be taught and imp
prized by lidded questioning. It is certainly an essential factor in
effective reading (Friedman end Mewls 1200 : t ff.). You can start

from the title ;In newspaper articles often rather from the subtitle).

from the Introductor pew* or with a quick skimming. The Impor-
tance of starting to work with a tent as a whole and preceedIng from
this global view has to be stressed. This is often called the top-
down procedure. The predictions have to be very guided in the begin-

MAO. as reading cam be disturbed by false expectations. Item be
necessary to give the inning el some important words that min be
gummoufsuccessfidly in advance, in order not to overstrain the
learners. On the other hand they have to be men uonclous of all
they know already, before reading the text, em the basis of feemes

of reference and former merinos.
The first reading task can be to skim the text for am small

inressin. You an also nubble wading styles, e.g. by starting
from a given reading gosl, like scanning for a word or a men or

search raiding to locate inferestios, and switching over to slew
reading es soon as there is a passe, where the word occurs or the
relevant information might be found. It is often useful to wet time
limits for these tasks. To test tort comprehensiom it is mensierf
to use LI with beginners in the FL, as we don't went to use produc-
tive skills. The only ways to avoid this would be pictures, figures of
a dimple, or perhaps multiple choice questions in the FL, but in
this last can we have a completely different and far more difficult
resitnnngg situation, because of leek of natant. Besides, to test

comprehension with the help of LI is probably the most precise way
of doles it. Another reason for using LI is that in long term wary
we often store the information without the mediating linguistic

material of the FL.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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7.2.1.2 The classic, very general questions on text contents are
useful from time to time. The amen may be is 1.1, especially for
beginners.

7.2.1.3 A good exercise for global text comprehensiom is to identify
the different parts of the text structure. This exercise can be
guided by giving statements on these parts that have to be related
to the text or put into the right order. Use of top-level structure
pro dedvi in the text improves comprehensiom skills (Meyer, Brandt,
Zvi

: 96 ff.).

7.2.2 Exercises on detailed text comprehension or intensive reading.

After an extensive reading assignment the students can be asked
to read the text rather quickly ned Berk where they don't understand,
i.e. words or structures that interfere

with comprehension on the
sentence level. They have to learn that they don't always have to
understand each word. On the other hand they should be trained in
discovering whet they don't understand without help. When working
with long tuts, exercises on intensive reading can be mode for parts
of the text only. The reading styles for detailed text comprehension
will be receptive and responsive; the migrants are pertly post-
reading soorcises. There are me possibilities, which are often in-
spired by the text itself, by its structure, contents, style or vo-
cabulary. Some examples follow.
7.2.2.1 Ask the learners to distinguish main points from subsidiary
points by underlining all important and mew information and leaving
out details (often examples or explanations), function words or
Phrases, redundancies etc. This is a goad wAy to lows summarizing.
A variation om this is to search for words that label important or
essential information, if you find a suitable text for the purpose.
7.2.2.2 Vocabulary questions to point out the importance of the con-
text in finding deceptive cognates are useful. Internal consistency
of the text is the only way to discover them. To prevent frequent
use of the dictionary. guessing

with the help of 110th 11 (when it is
sensible) and context is trained.
7.2.2.3 Complex sentence structures are analysed, simply starting
from the mein clause and from there recomstructies the sentence. Yet
syntax is not the min problem. There are oily a Pew difficult points.
which are discussed, each tine they appear, For this purpose it is
useful to number the lines, before copying r tent.
7.2.2.4 Some texts are suited to the task of looking for certain
forms, words or contents, such as the expressing uncertainty 1r a
certain point of view of the author. Other possibilities, especially
.47 beginners, include looking for meeting er statements of place
or quantities etc. These exercises are mainly meant to have the
learners reread the text several times with different eesignments for
fixation of vocabulary

or structures. A variation 411 this is to give
the learners paraphrases of words or sotences, for which they have
to find the equivalents 4n the text.
7.2.2.6 Questions on the contents of the text tam slam be used for
intensive reading. ice .nswars can once again be either in 1.1 or the
Ft. Questions can be asked to reproduce text contents, on the inten-
tions of the author, or to compare, to give personal reactions, to
classify the information in a diagram ec. On memipulalive or demo-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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gogic texts, such as those in "Bile-Zeitung, revealing questions

are wade to guide the students in discovering the esni,u1stion by

inference. Sometimes
students have to ask the questicns themselves.

7.2.2.6 A variant on the questions on
content matter are the state-

ments on the text,
whereby the learners

have to decide wherder they

are in line with the text,
different from it or extraneous to It.

You can ask We
learners to mark the respective passages in the

text.

1.2.2.1 Sentences free the
text or from a summery of the text can

be nixed mp. The
learners have to find tot original order with the

help of the text.
7.2.2.1 Specific

exercises filling in
missing words, e.g. on signal

words, like conjunctions,
are difficult

to make, as it is not easy

to find adequate
texts. A solution

to this problem is to make gees -

tioes on tho text
end provide the answer

as well, leaving a gap for

the conjunct's..
A 21st of necessary

conjunction is eiven before-

hand. Oder exercises on
text cohesion

Include searching for all the

ways ie which the sab4ect of the text. Vor example, Is expressed

(the noun or Nee itself, paraphrases,
pronouns etc.) or to fled the

antecedents of pronouns. An interesting
exercise, devised by Uhler

(11160: 27), is a text in which the
syntax has been cheesed se that

the coetieuity has
bees partly lost.

The text has to be node 'shan't

again.

Note

I should like to
thank my colleague Frank Winter for realise

through the English text.
:
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